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Abstract
We study the joint spectral radius given by a finite set of compact operators on a Hilbert space. It is shown
that the normed finiteness property holds in this case, that is, if all the compact operators are contractions
and the joint spectral radius is equal to 1 then there exists a finite product that has a spectral radius equal to
1. We prove an additional statement in that the requirement that the joint spectral radius be equal to 1 can be
relaxed to the asking that the maximum norm of finite products of a length norm is equal to 1. The length of
this product is related to the dimension of the subspace on which the set of operators is norm preserving.
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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The joint spectral radius of a bounded set of matrices was introduced by Rota and Strang in
1960s [12] and the generalized spectral radius by Daubechies and Lagarias in 1990s [5]. That two
quantities are equal was conjectured by Daubechies and Lagarias [5] and proved by Berger and
Wang [2]. This identity is called “generalized Gelfand spectral radius formula” [13]. Lagarias and
Wang [8] conjectured that the joint spectral radius of a finite set of matrices can be reduced to a
computation of the spectral radii of finite products of matrices. Lagarias and Wang showed that
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this finiteness conjecture [8] is equivalent to the normed finiteness conjecture, namely that for
any norm on a finite dimensional vector space and the corresponding induced norm it holds that
if the joint spectral radius of a set of contractions is equal to 1 then there is a finite product with
the spectral radius equal to 1. (The normed finiteness conjecture was introduced by Gurvits [6,7],
who attributed it to E.S. Pyatnicky.) However, the finiteness conjecture (and hence the normed
finiteness conjecture) was proved to be false by Bousch and Mairesse [4], and also by Blondel
et al. [3] with an elementary counterexample. But Lagarias and Wang proved that if the joint
spectral radius of a set of contraction matrices (i.e. matrices whose operator norms induced by
the Euclidean norm are less than or equal to 1) is equal to 1 then there is a finite product with the
spectral radius equal to 1. Here we study this normed finiteness property in the case of compact
contraction operators on a Hilbert space.
Throughout this note, H will denote a complex Hilbert space (not necessarily separable)
endowed with the inner product 〈·, ·〉 and the associated norm ‖ · ‖. An operator means a bounded
linear transformation onH . Denote by I the identity operator onH . For an operatorA,‖A‖denotes
the operator norm induced by ‖ · ‖, and the spectral radius of A, denoted as ρ(A), is defined to be
ρ(A) = sup{|λ|; λI − A is not invertible}.
It follows from the Gelfand spectral radius formula (see for instance [14]) that ρ(A)  ‖A‖.
Recall that an operator A is called a contraction if ‖A‖  1 (in other words, I − A∗A is positive,
i.e. 〈(I − A∗A)x, x〉  0 for all x in H ), and A is said to be compact if it maps the unit ball of H
onto a totally bounded set in H . It is readily seen from the Schwarz inequality that if A is positive
and 〈Ax, x〉 = 0 for some x in H , then Ax = 0. Therefore, if A is a contraction then the null
space of I − A∗A becomes
ker(I − A∗A) = {x ∈ H ; ‖Ax‖ = ‖x‖}.
For a contraction A, we defineNA = ker(I − A∗A), n(A) = dimNA. We list some simple facts
which will illustrate the properties of n(·).
Lemma 1. Let A,B be contractions on H.
(a) n(A) = n(A∗).
(b) n(AB)  min{n(A), n(B)}.
(c) If A is compact, then n(A) < ∞.
(d) If A is compact and n(A) = 0, then ‖A‖ < 1.
(e)NAB ⊂NB.
(f) BNAB ⊂NA and B is an isometry on NAB. Moreover, if n(AB) = n(A) < ∞, then
BNAB =NA.
Proof. Parts (a)–(d) have been proved in [9]. Proof of (e) is obvious. Since A,B and AB are
contractions and AB is an isometry onNAB , we must have that B is an isometry onNAB and A
is an isometry on BNAB ; thus (f) follows. 
Lemma 2. Let A,B,C be contractions on H with AB = CA. If 1  n(AB) = n(A) < ∞, then
ρ(B) = ρ(C) = 1.
Proof. By Lemma 1(e), NCA ⊂NA. This combined with AB = CA and n(AB) = n(A) =
n(CA) < ∞ gives
NAB =NCA.
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Further, using Lemma 1(f) we conclude that BNA =NA and B is an isometry onNA. Accord-
ingly, the condition n(A)  1 ensures that B has an eigenvalue λ with |λ| = 1, so ρ(B) = 1.
Finally, let
a = A∗, b = C∗, c = B∗.
Then ab = ca, and using Lemma 1(a) we have 1  n(ab) = n(a) < ∞. Replacing the role of
A,B and C in the above conclusion to a, b and c, and using Lemma 1(a), we obtain
ρ(C) = ρ(C∗) = ρ(b) = 1. 
Let  be a set of operators on H . For m = 1, 2, . . . ,m is the set of all products of operators in
 of length m. Recall that the joint spectral radius of , denoted as ρˆ(), is defined to be








It is clear that ρˆ() is independent of the choice of the equivalent norms. If  consists of finitely
many contractions on H , we define
n(m) = max
A∈m n(A)
for m = 1, 2, . . . Denote by  the number of elements in .
Theorem 3. Let  be a finite set of contractions on H with  = r  1 and n() < ∞, and s a
fixed positive integer withn(s)  1. Ifρ(B) < 1 for eachB ∈ ⋃rsk=1 k, thenn(rs+s) < n(s).
Proof. First note that n(rs+s)  n(s)  n() by Lemma 1(b). Then 1  n(s) < ∞. Assume,
on the contrary, that n(rs+s) = n(s). Then there exist A1, A2, . . . , Ars+s ∈  such that
n(Ars+sArs+s−1 · · ·A1) = n(s). (1)
For these Ak’s we produce Ai+s−1Ai+s−2 · · ·Ai ∈ s for each i = 1, 2, . . . , rs + 1. Since s
consists of at most rs elements, by the pigeonhole principle we can choose 1  i < j  rs + 1
so that
Ai+s−1Ai+s−2 · · ·Ai = Aj+s−1Aj+s−2 · · ·Aj . (2)
By Lemma 1(b) and (1), we have
n(s) = n(Aj+s−1Aj+s−2 · · ·Ai) = n(Aj+s−1Aj+s−2 · · ·Aj)  n(). (3)
Let
A=Aj+s−1Aj+s−2 · · ·Aj ,
B=Aj−1Aj−2 · · ·Ai,
C=Aj+s−1Aj+s−2 · · ·Ai+s .
Then, according to (2), (3) and 1  n(s) < ∞, we conclude that AB = CA and 1  n(AB) =
n(A) < ∞. So Lemma 2 implies that
ρ(B) = ρ(C) = 1,
where B,C ∈ ⋃rsk=1 k , which contradicts the assumption, and the assertion is proved. 
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Theorem 3 with a universal bound yields the Lagarias–Wang theorem [8, Theorem 5.1] for
compact contraction operators on H .
Theorem 4. Let  be a finite set of compact contractions on H with  = r  1 and n() =
m  1. Define r0 = 1 and the recurrence
rk = rrk−1 + rk−1 for k = 1, 2, . . . , m.
If ρˆ() = 1 or there exists an A ∈ rm such that ‖A‖ = 1, then there exists a B ∈ ⋃rmk=1 k such
that ρ(B) = 1.
Proof. By Lemma 1(b), we have
n(rm)  n(rm−1)  · · ·  n(r1)  n().
Furthermore, 1  n(ri ) < ∞ for each i = 0, 1, . . . , m. For if n(rm) were 0 then by Lemma
1(d), ‖A‖ < 1 for each A ∈ rm . By a technique in [13], choose 0 < α < 1 so that
max
A∈rm ‖A‖ < α
rm < 1.
Define a new norm ||| · ||| on H by
|||x||| = ‖x‖ + 1
α
max






Then ||| · ||| is equivalent to the original norm ‖ · ‖ and |||A|||  α < 1 for each A ∈ ; thus
ρˆ() < 1. We have shown that ρˆ() < 1 and‖A‖ < 1 for eachA ∈ rm , contradicting the hypoth-
esis. The fact n() < ∞ follows from Lemma 1(c).
Suppose the assertion of Theorem 4 is false, that is, ρ(B) < 1 for every B ∈ ⋃rmk=1 k . We
appeal now to Theorem 3 m times to conclude that
n(rm) < n(rm−1) < · · · < n(r1) < n() = m.
Thus n(rm) = 0, this contradicts n(rm) > 0 and, with this contradiction, the proof is
complete. 
If  comprises only one compact contraction operator, Theorem 4 reduces to the following
sharpened form.
Theorem 5. Let A be a compact contraction operator on H. Then ρ(A) < 1 if and only if
‖An(A)+1‖ < 1. The parameter n(A) + 1 is optimal.
Proof. “
⇒”. Suppose ‖An(A)+1‖ = 1. Applying Theorem 4 to r = 1 and rm = m + 1 where
m = n(A), we obtain ρ(Ak) = 1 for some 1  k  rm. According to the spectral mapping theo-
rem (see for instance [14]), ρ(A) = 1.
“⇐
” Combining
ρ(An(A)+1)  ||An(A)+1|| < 1
with the spectral mapping theorem proves that ρ(A) < 1.
To prove the optimality, let H = l2(C) with the unit vectors e1, e2, . . . as the standard ordered
basis, and the operator A defined by
Ae1 = 0, Aek = ek−1 for k = 2, 3, . . . , n, and Aek = 0 for k  n + 1.
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Then ρ(A) = 0, n(A) = n − 1, ‖A‖ = · · · = ‖An−1‖ = 1, and ‖An(A)+1‖ = ‖An‖ = 0. This
shows that the parameter n(A) + 1 is best possible. 
Corollary 6. Let A be a compact operator on H. Then ρ(A) = ‖A‖ if and only if ‖An(A)+1‖ =
‖A‖n(A)+1. The parameter n(A) + 1 is optimal.
Proof. We can suppose that ‖A‖ = 1. Applying Theorem 5, the assertion follows. 
We conclude with a supplementary remark. Suppose H = Cn, an n-dimensional complex
Hilbert space, A is an n × n contraction complex matrix. Then ρ(A) < 1 if and only if ‖An‖ < 1.
To see this, if n(A) = n then A is an isometry on Cn, so that ρ(A) = 1. Thus if ρ(A) < 1 then
n(A) + 1  n. By Theorem 5, we must have ‖An‖ < 1. Moreover, the example in the proof of
Theorem 5 with A restricted toCn shows that ρ(A) < 1 but ‖An−1‖ = 1. This leads immediately
to a theorem of Ptak [11] (see also [1]): The critical exponent of the Hilbert space Cn is n.
Recall that a positive integer k is called the critical exponent of the normed space (Cn, ||| · |||) if
ρ(A) = 1 for each n × n complex matrix A satisfying |||Ak||| = |||A||| = 1, and k is the smallest
integer with the indicated property. The notion of critical exponent was introduced by Marik and
Ptak [10].
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